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cinematique sampler delivers an exotic collection of 24 instruments for creating cinematic sounds. the
instruments are available for all major synthesis and sampling softwares. cinematique has earned the
title of "the world's first sample library" from the industry. cinema line is a great way to start creating

and manipulating sounds. it can be used for classical piano sounds, samples of sounds that can be
played by the piano itself, sounds of a pianos action, synthesised sounds, string sounds, mallet

percussion and many other possibilities. all sounds are included in wav format. here are some of the
most notable samples from the collection (all samples are linked to their correct sample number):
american: the chicago piano (22001). contrived from the chicago civic opera house, the piano was

built by the firm aeolian-skinner in 1937 and is one of the two largest surviving aeolian-skinner pianos
(the other is in the aeolian-skinner museum in new york). american: the chicago grand piano (11000).
this piano is made from the same building and materials as the chicago piano, but is smaller and has a
slightly different sound. american: the schimmel conservatory piano (02000). the piano was produced
by the firm schimmel piano company in the early 1900s and is considered to be the standard model of
the period. european: the hall piano (01000). this piano was built in 1886 and has a unique sound. its

construction is different from most pianos, as the legs are built into the piano instead of forming a
frame. european: the hall piano pedals (01001). this pedal mechanism was designed by eduard hall in

1893.
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the lifedrums collection is a shame. the collection is a fine looking set of acoustic drums and
percussion, but the actual drums are all sampled from existing instruments, and offer no practical

performance options. there are no complex features here and, as such, the collection is a great
addition to any studio, or even if you just want to experiment with drum samples in a live set. we have
a lot of love for the pianoteq series from native instruments, and with good reason. its one of the most

sophisticated virtual instrument series available and, at a hefty price tag too, its a great value for
money investment, offering a lot of real quality for your money. pianoteq is certainly not for the faint

of heart, however. with complex configurability, and a learning curve to rival any but the most
experienced pianists, pianoteq is best described as a complex, and if you like tweaking settings and

tweaking settings, then pianoteq is the instrument for you. in order to fully appreciate the sheer
amount of control available and to begin to develop your own unique musical style, you will need to

master the instrument, but thats certainly a lot easier with a real piano, or something like this one. in
this edition, youll find a neighborhood piano that is more than a virtual instrument, it is a live stage
performance. theres eight standard keys, a full 88 note keyboard, and a keybed that can be split for
even more notes. key to note, the precision and control of these samples is second to none, with the

ability to create countless different piano sounds and configurations. aside from the standard
sequencing mode, pianoteq also offers a creative performance mode that lets you use the keyboard to

perform a spontaneous performance, using the notes and chords you choose, with the ability to go
back and change, alter and develop your notes as you go along. for musictech, pianoteq is a lot more

than a keyboard, its a musical instrument that you can play like a real piano, and its one that is
capable of taking your creativity and imagination to a whole new level. if youre a pianist looking for a
virtual instrument that can create a truly authentic performance of a real piano, then pianoteq is the

instrument for you. 5ec8ef588b
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